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1.小惑星帯における最大の天体であるセレス( )が地球に衝突した場合，
開放される重力ポテンシャルエネルギーを求めよ(有効数字1桁)． 

 

2.地球の海水( )をすべて蒸発させるために必要な熱エネルギーを求めよ
(有効数字1桁)．海水は0℃とする．水の潜熱は ，比熱は

である． 

 

3. 1, 2をもとに，セレス質量の天体衝突で地球の海が完全に蒸発するかを議論せよ． 
完全に蒸発する

9.1 × 1020 kg

Eimpact =
GM⊕MCeres

R⊕
=

6.7 × 10−11 × 6.0 × 1024 × 9.1 × 1020

6.4 × 106
≃ 6 × 1028 J

1.4 × 1021 kg
2.5 × 106 J kg−1

4.2 × 103 J kg−1 K−1

Eevap = CMoceansΔT + MoceansLevap = 1.4 × 1021 × (4.2 × 103 × 100 + 2.5 × 106) ≃ 4 × 1027 J
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188 HARTMANN AND NEUKUM

Figure 14. Mars cratering chronology model based on work in the present paper, using Tanaka’s
(1986) definition of stratigraphy based on crater densities at D > 1 km (plus our rediscussion of
the definition of Lower Amazonian), and Ivanov’s (2001) derivation of isochrons from Neukum and
Hartmann data. The solid lines give model ages based primarily on the Ivanov-Neukum isochrons
combined with the Neukum equation for time dependence of cratering (with essentially constant
cratering rate after 3 Gyr ago). The left curve (older ages) is from Neukum data, the right curve
(younger ages) from Hartmann. The diagram shows why uncertainties are greatest in mid-Martian
histories. The model ages assume Rbolide = 2.0. Model ages younger than ∼3.0 Gyr are proportional
to 1/Rcrater (which is roughly proportional to 1/Rbolide) and thus an additional uncertainty enters for
those younger ages.

system because the present cratering rate is best known, and because earlier dates
crowd around 3.5 − 4.1 Gyr because of the high cratering rate at that time. To esti-
mate ages in the Tanaka system we start with the Tanaka crater density definitions
(taking into account the above discussion of the Early Amazonian beginning) and
then combine these data with the Neukum equation for crater density as a function
of time (Neukum et al., 2001, Equation 5). We find the following results.

1. The entire Noachian Period lies before 3.5 to 3.7 Gyr ago according to both
sets of isochrons. This appears to be a fairly robust result. Note that Stöffler and
Ryder (2001) re-evaluated the ages of lunar basin impacts (placing all of them
essentially between 3.7 and 3.9 Gyr ago. As a result their Figure 11 implies that
the curve in our Figure 14 turns up much more steeply at about 4.0 Gyr than we
show. We regard their age intepretations as intriguing but still unproven. In any
case, they do not strongly affect our result, because the upturn is essentially
within the Early Noachian. Indeed, a stronger upturn would even more tightly
constrain early ages on Mars (Figure 14), because all N(1) crater densities
higher than ∼0.005 would be forced into the age range of ∼3.7 − 4.1 Gyr.
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月データから構築された火星のクレーター密度-年代モデル

Harmann & Neukum (2001) Space Sci. Rev.

火星：直接的な表面物質の年代測定がない 
(Curiosity着陸地点のみ; Farley et al. 2014) 
↔ 月：Apollo 試料の年代測定 

→ 月と火星への天体衝突頻度比にもとづいて 
　 火星のクレーター密度-年代モデルを作成
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combination of cooling of the core and
growth of a solid inner core (13). The core
formation process likely imparted sufficient
internal energy to superheat the molten core
by several hundred degrees and to initiate a
dynamo in the earliest Noachian (13, 52).
Arguments favoring a dynamo that was ac-
tive in the Early Noachian but had ceased by
Late Noachian or Early Hesperian include
the pronounced concentration of regions of
high magnetization in Noachian terrain
(15, 48, 49), a lack of correlation of mag-
netic anomalies with Hesperian or younger
volcanic units or impact structures, and the
observation of magnetic carriers within
carbonates formed 3.9 Ga or earlier in
martian meteorite ALH84001 (53). Sever-
al hypotheses can account for termination
of the dynamo action, including loss of
core heat (52), rapid solidification of most
of the core (13), and a change in the
efficiency of mantle convection to transport
heat lost from the core (54). That some
portion of the core is presently fluid, on the
basis of the response of Mars to solar tides
(55), provides a limit to core thermal history
models but does not distinguish among these
proposals.

The processes responsible for the ob-
served magnetization of the crust are un-
certain. The amplitude of the strongest
magnetic anomalies implies that the specific
magnetization in such areas is comparable to
or greater than the highest common values
in Earth’s crust and that the vertical extent of
coherent magnetization is several tens of
kilometers (48, 56, 57). The elongated shape
of some magnetic anomalies has led to the
suggestion that magnetization in such regions
was acquired during crustal spreading (48) or
during the cooling of long dike swarms (58).
Hydrothermal metamorphism has been
postulated as a source of magnetization
(59), and hydrothermal activity has been
invoked to account for an apparent spatial
correlation (60) between high magnetization
and water-carved valley networks (61).

If large portions of the Early Noachian
crust of the northern hemisphere were once
magnetized as strongly as the areas of large-
amplitude anomalies in the southern uplands,
then some process must have weakened the
magnetization. Burial by sediments and
postdynamo lavas can reduce the anomaly
magnitudes, but the preservation of topo-
graphic signatures of Early Noachian impact
features limits the thickness of superposed
younger sedimentary and volcanic material to
1 to 2 km, except in the central regions of
the largest impact basins (38). Given such a
limit, as long as the thickness of magnetized
material beneath the northern lowlands was
originally comparable to that in the areas
of strongest magnetic anomalies, Noachian
magnetization at wavelengths seen in the

southern highlands should be detectable by
orbiting spacecraft. Reheating by postdynamo
volcanism and intrusion is probably also only
a small contributor, because cooling of thin
flows occurs rapidly without deep penetra-
tion of heat, and intrusions are unlikely to
have demagnetized the crust on vertical
scales comparable to the thickness of coher-
ent magnetization (62).

Formation of Tharsis
By the end of the Middle Noachian at
È3.8 Ga (4), much of the magmatism and
associated deformation of the crust and litho-
sphere on Mars had become focused within
the Tharsis province, a generally elevated
(Fig. 1B) area occupying È25% of the
surface (63, 64). Tharsis likely originated as
a center of concentrated activity after the
establishment of the hemispheric difference

in crustal thickness (Fig. 1C), on the basis of
the age and global extent of the dichotomy
and the indication from magnetic anomalies
(Fig. 1D) that Tharsis volcanic units were
emplaced on older magnetized crust (62).
Patterns of uplift and volcanism in Syria
Planum (Fig. 3A) and Thaumasia (65),
layered deposits at least 8 km thick in the
walls of Valles Marineris interpreted to be
solidified magma (66), and evidence from
gravity-topography relations for widespread
crustal underplating (34) in the region are
consistent with heating and melt generation
across a broad zone of the mantle beneath
Tharsis. The erupted and intruded magmatic
material grew to exert a large downward
load on the lithosphere. Comparison of
models of lithospheric strain with observed
deformational features suggests that by Late
Noachian, the lithospheric load at Tharsis

Fig. 1. (A) Map of martian surface units grouped on the basis of age (1–3). Units
transitional between Noachian and Hesperian and between Hesperian and Amazonian
have been included in the younger of the two epochs. Areas in white are impact craters
and their ejecta deposits. (B) Topographic map of Mars (32, 33) with major regions
noted. On facing page: (C) Crustal thickness on Mars (32) for a density contrast at the
crust-mantle boundary of 600 kg/m3. (D) Radial component of the magnetic field
arising from crustal magnetic anomalies on Mars (105) at an altitude of 400 T 30 km.
(E) The eight largest closed drainage basins on Mars, deduced from current topography
and distinguished by color (102); boundaries are equivalent to continental divides on
Earth. Arrows denote overflow points for each basin. All maps are in Mollweide
projection, with 180- longitude at the central meridian.
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プレ・ノアキアン 45 - 42 億年前

ノアキアン 42 - (37-35) 億年前

ヘスペリアン (37-35) - (33-29) 億年前

アマゾニアン (33-29) 億年前 - 現在

Solomon et al. (2005) Nature

古い地殻が全球的に残っている 
cf.) 地球：海洋地殻~1億年，大陸地殻~20億年 

南半球が古く，北半球が新しい



地表記録にもとづく火星史の概要
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プレ・ノアキアン ノアキアン ヘスペリアン アマゾニアン

42億年前 37-35億年前 33-29億年前

ダイナモ磁場

記録なし

バレー・ネットワーク

アウトフロー・チャネル

火山活動
Ehlmann et al. (2016) J. Geophys. Res. Planets にもとづく

時間



バレー・ネットワーク (網目状渓谷)
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Figure 2 | Topography, geology and distribution of valleys and deltas onMars. a, Topography of Mars with superimposed deltas connected to the
northern plains (red squares) and in closed basins (green triangles and blue diamonds, see the Methods section). Some of the 52 deposits are located too
close to each other and thus overlap at this map scale (see Supplementary Table S1 for the complete list of deposits); the white contour indicates the
equipotential surface S . b, Martian valley networks (black lines)8 in relation to the three main geological epochs30,31 (main craters in yellow). c, Elevation
of the deltas as a function of longitude and the equipotential surface S (red line) inferred by considering only open deltas (S0, red dashed line, indicates the
mean highstand level of all of the 52 deltas); the error bars indicate the maximum water excursion for each delta. The grey dots represent elevation values
extracted from the ‘Arabia shoreline’4 and the black dashed line the linear trendline of these values.

NATURE GEOSCIENCE | VOL 3 | JULY 2010 | www.nature.com/naturegeoscience 461

urfacing effects after most of the valleys formed some 3.5 Ga
ago or more, as discussed by Irwin and Howard [2002],
Craddock and Howard [2002], and Hoke and Hynek [2009].
From these observations, we conclude that our new global
map on the basis of THEMIS daytime IR and MOLA data
represents most of the valleys on Mars. Certainly, there are
local exceptions such as those noted byMangold et al. [2004,
2008]. Although more detailed local to regional analyses may
supersede our mapping, this work likely represents the global
standard until higher‐resolution global imagery is obtained.
[10] The valleys were manually mapped using similar

determining characteristics to those of Carr [1995] for direct
comparison (i.e., sublinear, erosional channels that form
branching networks, slightly increasing in size downstream
and dividing into smaller branches upslope). Valleys are
typically hundreds of meters to 20 km wide and up to a few
hundreds of meters deep. We mapped valleys as vector‐
based lines within the ArcGIS software, which were iden-
tified in THEMIS daytime IR (231 m/pixel), MOC wide
angle (231 m/pixel), and Viking images (tens to hundreds of
meters/pixel; generally ∼250 m/pixel), plus topographic data
from MOLA (∼500 m/pixel). At low latitudes, we used an
equidistant cylindrical projection, and at mid to high lati-
tudes, we used sinusoidal and polar stereographic projections,
respectively, to represent and analyze the data. Topographic
troughs that had a visual indication of valleys formed by
fluvial processes were traced, and adjoining ones were
connected into networks. A confidence factor was included
for each valley segment that denoted the likelihood of the
trough being formed by fluvial processes, on a scale of 1 to
3. Number and total length of valley segments plus other
network properties (e.g., stream order) were computed
within the geographic information system (GIS). We then
used the GIS software for the morphometric, topological,
comparative, and statistical analyses discussed in the next
paragraphs.

[11] Our approach of manual mapping of valleys is a
tedious and somewhat subjective process that can be influ-
enced by albedo variations and image quality. This is par-
tially abated by using the THEMIS daytime IR mosaic and
MOLA data as our primary bases for mapping, which pro-
vide uniform resolution and lighting conditions. While a
number of automated routines to globally map valleys have
been attempted with MOLA gridded data and other products
[e.g., Molloy and Stepinski et al., 2007; Luo and Stepinski,
2009], these have even greater limitations. Particularly,
some of these use the D8 algorithm to determine downhill
direction in the MOLA data and thus map out valleys [e.g.,
Stepinski and Collier, 2004]. However, the resolution of the
MOLA data is too coarse to resolve many of the smaller
features. The size of the smallest valley the algorithm can
detect is limited by the resolution and completeness of the
gridded MOLA data at a given latitude. At the equator, one
MOLA pixel is ∼500 m on a side. The smallest valley that
can be reliably resolved is ∼3 km wide (6 pixels). However,
this assumes that there is complete coverage. Because of the
orbit of the Mars Global Surveyor, approximately 60% of
the pixels in the MOLA gridded data at the equator are
interpolated, which often eliminate the signature of a few‐
kilometer‐wide valley. Indeed, Molloy and Stepinski [2007]
found that their MOLA‐based algorithm identified on aver-
age 69% of the valleys they could manually identify in
THEMIS images. Missing ∼1/3 of the valleys, particularly all
the smaller ones, results in an incomplete picture of fluvial
processes on Mars. Further, MOLA data have higher spatial
resolution and more complete coverage toward the poles, and
this would bias the geographic detection of valleys.
[12] Recently, Luo and Stepinski [2009] created the most

complete global map of Martian valley networks using an
automated routine and MOLA gridded data. Valleys were
mapped by delineating troughs detected in the MOLA data
and then manual editing of this map to remove spurious

Figure 2. Comparisons of Luo and Stepinski’s [2009] (orange) automated detection of valleys versus
this study (blue), with manual mapping in THEMIS daytime IR and MOLA data. More valleys were
detected in this study, particularly the smaller tributaries, and this is likely a factor of the coarser data used
in the automated detection method. (a) Apollinaris Patera (roughly centered at 175°E, 9°S). (b) Valleys
around 48°E and 9°N.

HYNEK ET AL.: UPDATED GLOBAL MAP OF MARTIAN VALLEYS E09008E09008

4 of 14

バレー・ネットワーク(青)．赤は別の研究のマッピング バレー・ネットワーク分布 (黒)．他のシンボルは三角州

Hynek et al. (2010) J. Geophys. Res. Di Achille & Hynek (2010) Nature Geosci.

ノアキアンに多く存在 
積算  の水の流れによって形成 (Kite et al. 2019, Space Sci. Rev.)> 105 yr



アウトフローチャネル(洪水河床地形)
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into layered, icy terrain to produce shallow crater floors
without post-impact modification (Senft and Stewart,
2008). Whatever process produced shallow crater floors,
it shut down around the end of the Noachian because
younger craters are systematically deeper. The global dis-
tribution of crater depth to diameter ratios is bimodal,
reflecting this transition (Robbins and Hynek, 2012).

Some of the younger, deeper-floored craters have
alluvial fans (Moore and Howard, 2005), but these fans

are post-Noachian (Grant and Wilson, 2011; Kraal et al.,
2008; Mangold et al., 2012).

Outflow channels. A system of enormous channels,
which formed during the Hesperian to early Amazonian, is
another class of features indicating fluid flow. The dimen-
sions of outflow channels dwarf the valley networks.
Channels are 20–100 km in width, up to ~1000 km in
length, and as much as several km deep (Fig. 12.12). The
source of the outflow channels are areas of chaotic terrain,
which are places where the ground collapsed and broke
(Carr, 2006; Sharp, 1973), mainly within !20" latitude
and on the periphery of volcanic provinces such as Tharsis
and Elysium. Most outflow channels drain into the north-
ern plains. The dominant view is that the channels formed
when groundwater was expelled from areas of chaos
(Baker, 2006; Baker et al., 2015).

Some estimates of the total amount of water needed
to produce all the channels on Mars are equivalent
to a global ocean several hundreds of meters deep
(Table 12.5). The idea that floodwaters pooled provides
the motivation for suggesting that an ocean existed in the
northern lowlands during the late Hesperian, which is the
cratering age of the channels (Kreslavsky and Head,
2002). However, some discharge rate estimates involve
smaller amounts of water in events spread over time
(Kleinhans, 2005; Williams et al., 2000), with no single
event big enough to fill the northern plains. The peak
discharge rate required to form the largest channel system,
Kasei Valles, which extends 3000 km from a source in
Echus Chasma, is comparable to that of the most studied
terrestrial analog, the channeled scablands of eastern
Washington State, USA (Williams et al., 2000). The
terrestrial channels formed when floodwaters were
released from Lake Missoula at the end of the last ice

Figure 12.11 The heavily eroded rim of 456 km diameter Huygens
Crater and smaller craters above the rim. Valley networks are
imposed on the high ground and drain into local topographic
depressions. The image is centered at 14" S, 61" E, north upwards,
with scale bar = 20 km. (High Resolution Stereo Camera image, from
Mars Express. (Courtesy of ESA/DLR/FU Berlin (G. Neukum).)

Figure 12.12 The outflow channel Ravi
Vallis (0.5" S, 318" E), north upwards.
The image is a mosaic of infrared frames
from the Thermal Emission Imaging
System on NASA’s Mars Odyssey orbiter.
The scene is 237 # 415 km. At the west-
ern end of the channel is the source
region for the channel, Aromatum Chaos
in a 90-km long depression. On the east-
ern end, the channel drops into Hydrao-
ates Chaos, which connects to further
channels that terminate in the northern
plains. (Courtesy: NASA/JPL/ASU.)

12.4 Evidence for Past Climate Change and Different Atmospheres
353
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アウトフロー・チャネルの例

≃ 400 km

ヘスペリアン ~ 初期アマゾニアン 

大規模(幅:  ，長さ: ) 

大量の水が短期間に削った 

地下水の湧き出し？ (Baker, 2006; Baker et al., 2015)

20 − 100 km 1000 km



H2Oの解離と大気散逸

火星大気中では H2O が光解離 → 生成した H2 が高層大気へ輸送 
Hは熱的散逸(ジーンズ散逸) 
Oは非熱的散逸，もしくは地表面を酸化 

Hの散逸：Oの損失 = 2:1 (Liu & Donahue 1976 Icarus) 

Oが大気に蓄積 → 大気が酸化的 → H(H2)混合比低下 
という負のフィードバックが働くため

species. When these species react with each other, they
can produce O2 or hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).

Hþ HO2 ! H2Oþ O
! H2 þ O2

(12.7)

HO2 þ HO2 ! H2O2 þ O2 (12.8)

HO2 þ OH! H2Oþ O2 (12.9)

Hydrogen peroxide has been detected on Mars and is an
important oxidant. Microwave (Clancy et al., 2004; Har-
togh et al., 2010) and infrared data (Encrenaz et al., 2004;
Encrenaz et al., 2008) prove that H2O2 is present. Loss
pathways of H2O2 include photodissociation (H2O2 +
hν ! OH + OH), polar condensation, or dry deposition
and oxidation of the surface. H2O2 was also proposed as a
possible oxidant responsible for the results of the Viking
Lander biology experiments (Hunten, 1979b). With a
metal catalyst, H2O2 decomposes to O2, which could
account for O2 evolved in the Labeled Release experiment
(Box 12.1). H2O2 can also oxidize organics to CO2 keep-
ing the Martian surface devoid of organics (Zent and
McKay, 1994) (Box 12.1).

The importance of odd hydrogen species (H, OH, and
HO2) on Mars is that they catalyze the recombination of
CO and O in cycles such as the following (McElroy and
Donahue, 1972; Parkinson and Hunten, 1972).

OHþ CO! CO2 þ H (12.10)

Hþ O2 þM! HO2 þM (12.11)

HO2 þ O! OHþ O2 (12.12)

¼ COþ O! CO2 net (12.13)

Thus, CO2 on Mars is regenerated, analogous to a pro-
posed maintenance of CO2 on Venus by H, Cl and N

catalysts (reviewed by Mills and Allen (2007)). Another
aspect of this process is that O, CO, and O2 are mixed
downwards from the upper atmosphere so that they can
associate and reform CO2. The turbulent mixing is strong
on Mars, probably because of the dissipation of atmos-
pheric waves in a way that is relatively more important
than on Earth (see Sec. 4.6.2).

We have assumed that water vapor is the source of all
hydrogen species in the Martian atmosphere. This may
be incorrect if there is geothermal H2 or CH4, or if a
subsurface biosphere feeds on geothermal H2 and exhales
non-negligible quantities of CH4. However, water vapor
photolysis can explain the observed H2 abundance of
~15 ppmv (Table 12.1) if balanced by hydrogen escape
to space at the diffusion-limited rate described in
Secs. 5.2.4 and 5.8–5.9 (Zahnle et al., 2008).

Another effect of the water-derived odd hydrogen
species (H, OH and HO2) is that catalytic cycles control
ozone concentrations, e.g.,

Hþ O3 ! OHþ O2

Oþ OH! Hþ O2

¼ Oþ O3 ! O2 þ O2 net (12.14)

This cycle with an H catalyst is analogous to the destruc-
tion of ozone by OH catalysis in the Earth’s stratosphere
(Sec. 3.3.1). On Mars, the result is that ozone often anti-
correlates with the water vapor from which odd hydrogen
(HOx) derives (Barth et al., 1973; Perrier et al., 2006).
Today, ozone is most abundant at the cold, winter pole
where water vapor is low because of its tiny saturation
vapor pressure. However, ozone levels remain rather con-
stant in the tropics during aphelion (Ls = 40–130#), des-
pite increasing water vapor abundance as northern spring

(a) (b) (c)

Ice

Figure 12.4 (a) Atmospheric chemical reactions that dominate on Mars. Oxygen either escapes to
space or is lost to the surface primarily through ozone and hydrogen peroxide intermediaries. Reaction
with surface minerals oxidizes them and this process over time has created the reddish color of Mars in
iron oxides. (b) CO2 photochemistry. Ultraviolet photons split CO2, which produces oxygen atoms.
Oxygen molecules and ozone are produced by subsequent reactions. (c) H2O photochemistry. Water
vapor is also spilt by solar ultraviolet to generate oxygen and hydrogen. The hydrogen ultimately
escapes to space.

12.2 The Present-Day Atmosphere and Climate of Mars
339
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Catling & Kasting (2017)
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Figure 10. Titan’s isotope ratios for H, C, N, and O compared with other solar system measurements. Solar: H [Lodders,
2003], C [Meibom et al., 2007], N [Marty et al., 2011], and O [McKeegan et al., 2011]; Venus: H2O [Donahue et al., 1982],
CO2 [Bezard et al., 1987], N2 [Hoffman et al., 1979], and CO2 [Hoffman et al., 1980]; Earth: VSMOW (H, O), VPDB (C), and
N2; Mars: H2O [Webster et al., 2013], CO2 [Mahaffy et al., 2013], N2 [Wong et al., 2013], and CO2 [Mahaffy et al., 2013];
Jupiter: H2 [Niemann et al., 1998], CH4 [Niemann et al., 1998], NH3 [Owen et al., 2001], and H2O [Noll et al., 1995]; Saturn:
H2 [Fletcher et al., 2009], CH4 [Fletcher et al., 2009], and NH3 [Fletcher et al., 2014]; Enceladus: H2O, CO2, H2O [Waite et al.,
2009]; Titan: CH4 [Niemann et al., 2010], N2, [Niemann et al., 2010], and CO [Serigano et al., 2016]; Comets: H2O
[Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2015], CO2 [Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2015], NH3 [Rousselot et al., 2014], and H2O [Bockelée-Morvan
et al., 2015].

is very recent, or that there is a production/loss mechanism that is balancing escape over geologic timescales
[Nixon et al., 2012; Mandt et al., 2012]. Even if replenishment is occurring, the 12C/13C still points to an
atmospheric age of less than 1 Gyr.

The issue of CH4 resupply remains an outstanding question. The lakes and seas do not represent a large
enough reservoir to maintain the current atmospheric abundance over the age of the solar system. If the atmo-
spheric methane is resupplied, methane in the subsurface ocean and/or methane clathrate hydrates in the
crust are presumably the source. If the crust is methane clathrate, diffusion of C2H6 into the clathrate pushes
CH4 out, resupplying half of the necessary methane [Choukroun and Sotin, 2012]. It is also possible that a sub-
stantial amount of liquid hydrocarbons is present in the subsurface, perhaps in the form of an alkanofer, which
could also resupply the atmosphere. The possible detection of tropical lakes [Griffith et al., 2012b] supports
the existence of a subsurface reservoir. Titan’s D/H ratio remains poorly understood. Higher than Saturn, but
lower than cometary water and Enceladus (2.9+1.5

−0.7 × 10−4 [Waite et al., 2009]), it is difficult to explain the evo-
lution of D/H from either of those reservoirs to Titan’s present value. A measurement of D/H in cometary CH4

and/or Titan’s water ice crust would hopefully explain Titan’s D/H, in the process determining if Titan’s CH4 is
primordial or if it comes from conversion of CO2 to CH4 in Titan’s interior [Niemann et al., 2010].

Another puzzle relating to the origin of Titan’s atmosphere, dating back to the Voyager era, is the abundance
of carbon monoxide (CO) in Titan’s atmosphere, as discussed in section 3.2. The primordial CO abundance in

HÖRST TITAN’S ATMOSPHERE 464

太陽系の各天体のD/H比

Hörst (2017) J. Geopys. Res. Planets

軽いHが選択的に散逸するため， 
水素散逸するほど天体のD/H比が上昇 

金星・火星は彗星(最もD/H比の高い水の供給
源)よりさらにD/Hが高い 
→ 水素散逸の証拠

水素(H)

重水素(D)
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同位体種1と2分別を考える ．それぞれの総量を  と  と書くと， 

同位体分別係数  ．̶ (1) 

式変形して， ．̶ (2) 

初期値  として(2)を積分すると， ．̶ (3) 

→   ̶ (4) →   ̶ (5) 

両辺に  を掛けて，   ̶ (6)． 

(6) はレイリー分別の式と呼ばれる．

(e . g . , H, D) N1 N2

f ≡
dN2/dN1

N2/N1

dN2

N2
= f
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火星表面にある水が大気散逸で失われていく時， 
水の供給がないとするとレイリー分別の式に従う． 

  ̶ (1)  

(※  を用いて近似) 
ここで，  は水量， 

 は表面の水が散逸するまでの正味の分別係数， 
添字  は各時刻の物理量を表す． 

(1)を用いて， 
: 火星隕石に記録されたマントル値 

: 火星隕石に記録された表層水の値 

: 探査・天文観測の表層水の値 

: 入力パラメータ 

として水量進化を計算する．

(D/H)t=t2

(D/H)t=t1
= (MH2O, t=t2

MH2O, t=t1
)

f−1

D/H ∼ 10−3

MH2O

f

t = t1, t2

(D/H)4.5Ga

(D/H)4.1Ga

(D/H)present

MH2O, present

180 H. Kurokawa et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 394 (2014) 179–185

Table 1
Geologic-mapping-based, time-stratigraphic information, including the Noachian,
Hesperian, and Amazonian Periods (Scott and Carr, 1978). The geologic periods have
been given estimated absolute age ranges based on impact crater models (Table 1 is
modified from Hartmann and Neukum, 2001). Note that we performed comparative
analyses among the estimated water amounts of the pre-Noachian, approximately
referred to here as Stage-1, and Noachian–Amazonian, approximately referred to as
Stage-2, based on recent D/H dataset from martian meteorites.

Stage Period Estimated absolute age range
[Ga]

2 Amazonian 3.3–2.9 to present
Hesperian 3.7–3.5 to 3.3–2.9
Noachian 4.2 to 3.7–3.5

boundary at 4.1 Ga
1 Pre-Noachian 4.5 to 4.2

oceans, respectively (Parker et al., 1993; Clifford and Parker, 2001;
Carr and Head, 2003). Although these geomorphologic studies have
provided significant constraints on the history of martian paleo-
oceans, they lack information about pre-Noachian (Frey, 2006)
oceans because no geologic records are available. Furthermore, the
shoreline-demarcation approaches would not be applicable to the
youngest Amazonian (3.1 Ga to present) era, during which the sur-
face water would have occurred mostly as ice (Clifford and Parker,
2001; Carr and Head, 2010).

This study endeavors to trace the global inventory of surfi-
cial water through time beginning with the embryonic stages of
development of Mars (i.e., 4.5 Ga) to present day based on a
geochemical approach of hydrogen isotopes (D/H: deuterium/hy-
drogen). Hydrogen is a major component of water (H2O) and
its isotopes fractionate significantly during hydrological cycling
between the atmosphere, surface water, and ground and polar
cap ices. Telescopic studies have reported that the hemispheric
mean of the martian atmosphere has a D/H ratio of ∼6 times
(δD " 5000!) the terrestrial values (Owen et al., 1988); δD =
[(D/H)sample/(D/H)reference −1]×1000, where the reference is Stan-
dard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW). Because the high atmospheric
D/H ratio is interpreted to result from the preferential loss of hy-
drogen relative to the heavier deuterium from the martian atmo-
sphere throughout the planet’s history (Lammer et al., 2008), the
deuterium enrichment can be used to estimate the amount of wa-
ter loss due to the atmospheric escape.

Compared to a number of geomorphologic studies (e.g., Scott
et al., 1995; Head et al., 1999; Clifford and Parker, 2001; Carr and
Head, 2003; Di Achille and Hynek, 2010), only a few geochemi-
cal investigations have been conducted (Chassefière and Leblanc,
2011; Lammer et al., 2003). This is partly because there have
been a limited number of reliable D/H datasets for martian me-
teorites, and the martian meteorites typically have younger ages
(typically, <1.3 Ga) (Nyquist et al., 2001). However, recent techni-
cal developments of ion-microprobe analysis of martian meteorites
including the 4.1 Ga ALH 84001 pyroxenite have provided more
accurate and comprehensive datasets for D/H ratios of martian
water reservoirs (e.g., Greenwood et al., 2008; Usui et al., 2012;
Hallis et al., 2012a, 2012b), yielding new information helpful for
unraveling the origin and evolution of water on Mars. Further-
more, although martian meteorites were derived from limited and
highly biased regions of the surface of Mars (McSween et al., 2009;
Usui et al., 2010; Christen et al., 2005), their radiometric ages are
more accurate and precise than crater counting ages.

Based on the recent D/H dataset from martian meteorites, we
estimate the amount of water loss during 4.5 Ga to 4.1 Ga, which
we refer to here as Stage-1 in our analysis (approximating the
pre-Noachian; Table 1), and consequently demonstrate that the
water loss during 4.5 Ga to 4.1 Ga was more significant than in
the rest of the Mars history (4.1 Ga to present, approximating
Noachian–Amazonian; Table 1), which we refer to as Stage-2 in

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the two-stage model for the evolution of the global
surface water reservoir on Mars. Rpresent is the size of the present water reservoir,
L4.5–4.1 Ga and L4.1–0 Ga are the water loss during Stage-1 and -2, and f is the frac-
tionation factor (see text).

our analyses. Combining our results with geological estimates for
the volume of martian paleo-oceans, we propose that unidentified
surficial water–ice reservoirs should currently exist and the volume
("100–1000 m GEL) should exceed the estimated present water
inventory (20–30 m GEL, Christensen, 2006) on Mars.

2. Calculation

The amount of water loss due to the atmospheric escape be-
tween time t1 and t2 can be calculated from an assumed amount
of present water reservoir using the following equations:

Lt1−t2 = Rt1 − Rt2 = Rt2 ×
[(

It2

It1

) 1
1− f

− 1
]
, (1)

and

f = d[D]/[D]
d[H]/[H] . (2)

Here Lt1−t2 is the amount of water loss due to the atmospheric es-
cape during the time from t1 to t2, R and I are an amount of water
reservoir and a D/H ratio at each time, respectively, f is the frac-
tionation factor, and [H] and [D] are the abundances of H and D in
the combined reservoirs in atoms cm−2 (Lammer et al., 2003). Both
the volumes of water reservoir and water loss are expressed in
ocean depth [m] as a global equivalent layer (GEL). Using the den-
sity of water of 103 kg m−3 and the surface area of 1.4 × 1014 m2,
1 m GEL corresponds to 1.4 × 1017 kg of water. Eq. (1) can be
rewritten as:

Rt1

Rt2

=
(

It2

It1

) 1
1− f

, (3)

which gives a ratio of the amount of water for t1 and t2. Eq. (3)
is used in Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 to discuss the evolution of the
amount of water through time.

We employ the fractionation factor f of 0.016, a representative
value reported for the present martian condition (Krasnopolsky et
al., 1998; Krasnopolsky, 2000). Since the D/H fractionation due to
magmatic outgassing is relatively insignificant (e.g., f = 0.9, Pineau
et al., 1998), we consider the D/H fractionation to be solely due to
atmospheric escape. We calculate surface water loss in two stages:
Stage-1 (4.5–4.1 Ga) and -2 (4.1 Ga–present), as shown in Fig. 1.
The boundary (4.1 Ga) is derived from the crystallization age of
ALH 84001, the only martian meteorite which records a Noachian
crystallization age (Lapen et al., 2010), though there has been a
very recent reporting of a martian meteorite NWA 7533 with an
extremely ancient ("4.4 Ga), pre-Noachian age (Humayun et al.,
2013).

Kurokawa et al. (2014) Earth Planet. Sci.  Lett.
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図10： 火星大気圧（a）と同位体組成（b-d）の進化．100通りのモンテカルロ計算から特徴的な3通りを選んでプロットしている．
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41億年前の同位体組成．Kurokawa et al. [26]をもとに改変．
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図11： 火星水リザーバーのD/H比進化．大気やそれと平衡にあ
る表層氷に加えて，古海洋の水を起源とする地下氷が存
在する可能性を示唆している．データ元は黒川，櫻庭 [22]
を参照．黒川，櫻庭[22]より転載．

図12： 火星表層・地下水量の時間進化．リザーバーを単一，
分別係数f=0とし，D/H比は以下を仮定した．45億年
前：1.275, 41億年前：2, 現在：7．実線はある初期水量
を仮定した場合の進化を示している．緑は現在の極冠氷
量に基づく最小見積もり．古海洋体積のデータ元は[29]
を参照．水量の単位であるGELは全球平均水深（Global 
Equivalent Layer）を表す．黒川，櫻庭[22]より転載．
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図は黒川, 櫻庭 (2018) 遊星人より 
Kurokawa et al. (2014) Earth Planet. Sci.  Lett. にもとづく

モデル(黒線，緑線は極冠氷量を仮定)と古海洋質量(青)

古海洋と極冠氷が同じ進化パスに乗らない 
→ 極冠氷以外に未発見の水がある？ 

地下氷 (Kurokawa et al. 2014, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett.) 
含水鉱物 (Scheller et al. 2021, Science)
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Exposed subsurface ice sheets in the
Martian mid-latitudes
Colin M. Dundas,1* Ali M. Bramson,2 Lujendra Ojha,3 James J. Wray,4

Michael T. Mellon,5 Shane Byrne,2 Alfred S. McEwen,2 Nathaniel E. Putzig,6

Donna Viola,2 Sarah Sutton,2 Erin Clark,2 John W. Holt7

Thick deposits cover broad regions of the Martian mid-latitudes with a smooth mantle; erosion
in these regions creates scarps that expose the internal structure of the mantle.We
investigated eight of these locations and found that they expose deposits of water ice that
can be >100 meters thick, extending downward from depths as shallow as 1 to 2 meters below
the surface.The scarps are actively retreating because of sublimation of the exposed water
ice.The ice deposits likely originated as snowfall during Mars’ high-obliquity periods and have
now compacted into massive, fractured, and layered ice.We expect the vertical structure of
Martian ice-rich deposits to preserve a record of ice deposition and past climate.

O
ne-third of the Martian surface contains
shallow ground ice. This ice is a critical
target for science and exploration: it affects
modern geomorphology, is expected to pre-
serve a record of climate history, influences

the planet’s habitability, and may be a potential
resource for future exploration. The extent of
Martian ground ice and the depth to the ice table
have been predicted in theory (1–3) and have
been tested both in situ (4) and from orbital ob-
servations (5–11). However, the vertical structure
of subsurface ice remains poorly known, includ-
ing its layering, thickness, and purity, which
record its emplacement and subsequent modifi-
cation processes. Information about the structure,
depth, and purity of shallow ice is also required to
plan possible in situ resource utilization (ISRU) on
future missions (12).
Early theoretical predictions suggested that

Martian subsurface ice would be ice-cemented
ground (2). Orbital neutron-spectrometer data
have revealed ice contents greater than the likely
pore space volume in the upper few centimeters
of the ice table in many locations (5–7). Shallow
ice (<1 to 2 m) exposed by fresh impacts remains
distinct formonths or years, also indicating a low
rock or dust content, although possibly modified
by the impact process (9, 10, 13). The Phoenix
lander on the northern plains uncovered both ice-
cemented regolith and deposits of pure (~99 vol-

ume %) ice (4, 14) at a few centimeters depth.
The ice at that site likely extends to 9 to 66 m
depth on the basis of shallow radar reflections
(15), but geomorphic interpretations suggest that
ice-cemented ground is dominant there (16).
However, ice-loss landforms indicate that several
regions on Mars have high ice volume fractions
extending through substantial subsurface depths
(17, 18), and radar echo power data have sug-
gested high ice contents beneath areas of the
northern plains (8). Subsurface radar reflections
indicate the presence of debris-covered glaciers
(19, 20) as well as buried regional ice sheets in
theUtopia and Arcadia Planitiae regions that are
up to 170 m thick and nearly pure ice (21, 22).
Because the radar did not resolve the top of the
ice, it is likely to be within ~20 m of the surface,
the limit of the radar instrument’s ability to iden-

tify shallow signals (15). The smaller-scale structure
of the ice sheets and rocky cover are unresolvable
with current radar data. It remains unknown
whether the ice within a few meters of the sur-
face has the same origin and age as the deeper
ice because the upper ice is most readily modi-
fied and best coupled to the recent climate.
We describe observations of the vertical struc-

ture of ground ice using the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (MRO). The observations target eight loca-
tions that have steep, pole-facing scarps created by
erosion (Figs. 1 and 2 and figs. S1 to S3) in images
from the High-Resolution Imaging Science Exper-
iment (HiRISE); seven are located in the southern
hemisphere, and the eighth location is a cluster of
scarps in Milankovič Crater in the north (table S1).
Each of the scarps is relatively blue (comparedwith
surrounding terrain) in enhanced-color HiRISE
images, and three locations havewater-ice signa-
tures in mid-summer spectral data (Fig. 3 and
figs. S4 and S5) taken by MRO’s Compact Recon-
naissance ImagingSpectrometer forMars (CRISM)
(23). CRISM spectra show an H2O ice absorption
feature at 1-mm wavelength (fig. S6), which can
bemasked by as little as 1% soil (14). Tens of micro-
meters of dust are needed tomake an opaque cover
(24), so the dust content is low and/or wind re-
moves dust.
Several lines of evidence indicate that the scarps

are exposures of subsurface ice rather than per-
sistent seasonal frost. First, they remain distinct
from the surrounding terrain in color in allHiRISE
images, including many observations acquired
long after seasonal frost has sublimed from steep
pole-facing slopes at higher latitudes. Second,Mars
Odyssey Thermal Emission Imaging System
(THEMIS) observations indicate late-afternoon
scarp temperatures above the likely atmospheric
frost point (23). Last, nearby pits lack relatively
blue material that would be expected for topo-
graphically controlled frost (fig. S7).
The units hosting the scarps drape the terrain,

with some meter-scale boulders on the surface
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Fig. 1. Pits with scarps exposing ice. (A and B) Scarps 1 and 2. Both (A) and (B) show HiRISE
red-filter data merged with the center color strip (23) in early-summer observations. Parallel ridges
indicate retreat of scarps (fig. S1). North is up and light is from the left in all figures.
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and few impact craters. The surface textures show
some fracturing (fig. S8), probably due to thermal
contraction. Ice is expected to be stable near 10 cm
depth under level ground at these locations (3).
The scarps are sharply defined and nearly straight,
up to ~6 km long, and face slightly east of pole-
ward. Each scarp constitutes the equatorward
side of a few-kilometer-scale pit with a rugged
and sometimes boulder-rich floor, except in
Milankovič Crater, where they are part of the
ragged edge of a smooth plateau (fig. S2). In several
cases, ridge structures parallel the scarp within
the pit and merge with cusps along the margin.
The base of the exposed ice appears to be covered
by colluvium (Fig. 2). In several cases, surface
expressions of long fractures with surrounding
depressions occur on the terrain above the scarp
(fig. S8).
Topographic data (figs. S9 and S10) for Scarp 1

(numbering is provided in table S1) indicates
that the ice exposure has a slope of ~45° (up to
55° in some locations), transitioning to a shal-
lower slope for the regolith-covered lower scarp.
We estimate the scarp-hosting material to be at
least 130 m thick after correcting for the regional
slope, although the exposed ice has≤100mof relief
because the lower slope is buried. The former value
provides a better estimate of the ice-rich thickness
if all of the relief is due to ice loss.
These scarps reveal the vertical structure of the

ice. At several locations, ice reaches close to the
top of the scarp (Fig. 2), indicating that massive
ice begins at shallow depths (≤1 m). Banded
patterns or variations in color or slope at some
sites suggest subunits within the ice. At Scarps 6
and 7, the banded patterns show unconformities
where layers cut across each other (fig. S3). The
uppermost section of the scarp at each site ap-
pears steeper and less blue than the remainder.
Like the Martian polar deposits (25), the color
and brightness of the surface may be partially
controlled by a thin coating of dust (likely a sub-
limation lag) and thus not representative of the
bulk properties. Because lags and contaminants

will reduce the visibility of ice, it is likely that
clean ice near the surface is more extensive than
the limited locations where it is exposed (Fig. 2).
At Scarp 2, a lens-shaped section of the ex-

posure lacks relatively blue coloration (Fig. 4A)
and contains a concentration of boulders. Repeat
images taken 3Mars years apart show thatmeter-
scale blocks fell from within or below this lens-
shaped section (Fig. 4, B andC), providing evidence
of active slope retreat. Because these blocks did
not disappear after they fell [unlike ice blocks
excavated by craters (10)] and originated as pro-
trusions from the icy layer, they must be rocks
that were embeddedwithin the deposit, not chunks
of ice broken off the scarp. Other sites have not
shown similar blockfalls, but mottled shifts in
tone and texture are common, and dark mark-
ings a fewmeters across appeared anddisappeared
at the base of some scarps (fig. S11).
The Shallow Radar (SHARAD) on MRO has

detected radar contacts (reflectors) that have been
interpreted as the base of ice layers in the northern
plains of Mars (15, 19–22). Similar features occur
near several of the scarps (fig. S12) but are dif-
ficult to distinguish from radar clutter caused by
local rugged topography. Candidate reflectors in
the three SHARAD tracks closest to Scarp 1 do
not appear in clutter simulations by using topo-
graphy derived from either Mars Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (MOLA) or High-Resolution Stereo
Camera (HRSC) data (23), suggesting that they
could be due to the bottom of the massive ice
layer. However, candidate reflectors near Scarp 5
have possible counterparts in the HRSC-based
clutter simulations, suggesting that they are not
subsurface features. Only these two sites have
topographic data available at suitable resolu-
tion, and given the rough terrain, we cannot
currently rule out unresolved clutter as the cause
of candidate reflectors. Nondetections may be
due to surface roughness or stratigraphic con-
tacts that are gradual or otherwise do not pro-
duce a sharp dielectric contrast on the scale of
the radar footprint.

We interpret these scarps as exposures of sub-
surface ice originating as dusty snow or frost
(26–29) and subsequently compacted and recrys-
tallized. This interpretation is consistentwith the
high ice content and the mantling appearance of
the host unit. Alternative explanations, such as
growth of ice lenses (30) or enhanced vapor dif-
fusion (31), are expected to be slow and operate
at shallow depths. They should also produce layer-
ing parallel to the ground surface, unlike the layers
at Scarps 6 and 7 (fig. S3). The latest ice deposition
could have been geologically recent because there
are few craters on the surface. The fractures and
steep slopes indicate that the ice is cohesive and
strong. The presence of banding and color varia-
tions suggest layers, possibly deposited with
changes in the proportion of ice and dust under
varying climate conditions, similar to the Martian
polar-layered deposits (25). The lens-like body of
lower ice content at Scarp 2 (Fig. 4A) may be a
buried moraine transported by ice flow because
subtle arcuate surface topography suggests gla-
cial flow at this location (fig. S13). Alternatively, it
could be a former sublimation lag; that would
require some additional process to explain the
presence of boulders, but some are found on the
surface of the mantling deposit elsewhere (23),
so this cannot be ruled out.
It is likely that the scarps are currently re-

treating owing to sublimation. Slope retreat caused
by sublimation would explain rocks falling from
Scarp 2, although the proximate cause could be
seasonal frost processes or thermal cycles. Be-
cause the boulders that fell from the scarp are
meter-scale, with a few percent of the boulders
present having fallen over an interval of 3 Mars
years, the likely retreat rate is on the order of a few
millimeters each summer (unresolvablewith remote
imagery). This estimated retreat rate indicates that
the pits may have formed over a time scale on an
order of 106 years; however, the retreat rate is
probably not constant. Ridges and bands paral-
leling the scarps may indicate former positions
(Fig. 1).

Dundas et al., Science 359, 199–201 (2018) 12 January 2018 2 of 3

Fig. 2. Enhanced-color transverse sections of icy scarps in late spring/
early summer. (A to F) Arrows indicate locations where relatively blue
material is particularly close to the surface. Downhill is to the bottom in (A) to

(E) (Scarps 1 to 5, respectively) and to the top in (F) (Milankovič Crater).
Banding or layering is visible in several scarps, and (E) shows a distinct
change in color as well as multiple fractures cutting the ice.
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中緯度の断崖に露出した氷 (Dundas et al. 2018) 中・低緯度の斜面に見られる流水(?)地形 (McEwen et al. 2014)

理論的には，中緯度  では地下氷が安定．過去の表層水がトラップされている？ 
低緯度でも春・夏に水が流れているかもしれない地形 (Recurring Slope Lineae, RSL) がある 
火星史を理解する上でも重要だが，将来の有人探査の資源としても着目されている

( > 30∘)



供給がある場合の同位体分別
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供給 ( N2

N1 )
0

リザーバー N2

N1

散逸 f ⋅
N2

N1

供給(e.g., 火山脱ガス)と散逸が釣り合っている定常状態の時， 
両者の同位体比は等しい． 

∴   ̶ (1) 

→  ̶ (2) 

大気中の滞在時間の短い分子種の同位体比は (2) に従うはず．
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火星大気の同位体比
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黒川 (2019) 遊星人．Lammer et al. (2020) をもとに改変

N, Ne, Ar は定常モデルと一致 
↔ 41億年前は低い同位体比 
→ 41億年前以降の時期に散逸？ 
(Kurokawa et al. 2018 Icarus) 

Cは定常モデルと一致しない 
→ 炭酸塩岩など散逸以外のシンク？ 
(e.g., Hu et al. 2015 Nature Comm.)

同位体比/初期の同位体比 (コンドライト or 太陽組成) と定常モデルの比較



火星気候変動の原因は何か？

17

磁場の消失にともなって非熱的散逸で大気を失った，というのが古典的描像 

しかし，そもそも純粋なCO2大気では平均気温が  を上回らない 

温室効果をサポートするもの (次ページ参照) 
CH4：初期火星では温室効果が非効率的 (平衡温度の黒体放射ピーク付近に吸収帯がない) 
SO2：温室効果は期待できるが，エアロゾルを生成して寒冷化 (Tian et al. 2014) 

H2：温室効果は期待できるが，供給がないと熱的散逸で失われる 
高層雲 (Kite et al. 2021)：乾燥した火星でのみ機能 

地形・含水鉱物の記録 → 温暖な時期があった (がずっと温暖でなくてもいい) (Ehlmann et al. 2011; Kite et al. 2019) 

→ 基本は寒冷な気候で，脱ガス (SO2，H2) や水の消失 (高層雲) に伴って一時的に温暖化？ 
(e.g., Wordsworth et al. 2021)

273 K



初期火星の温室効果ガス
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火星の大気の窓を塞ぐことのできる分子は？ 
× CH4 (↔ 地球では重要な温室効果ガス)，○ SO2, H2S, CO2-CH4, CO2-H2

EA44CH15-Wordsworth ARI 10 June 2016 9:3

CIA:
collision-induced
absorption

by three-dimensional climate models that include cloud effects (Forget et al. 2013, Wordsworth
et al. 2013).

Although uncertainty remains, the infrared radiative effects of dense CO2-dominated atmo-
spheres are now fairly well understood. CO2 is opaque across important regions of the infrared
because of direct vibrational-rotational absorption, particularly due to the ν2 667 cm−1 (15 µm)
bending mode and associated overtone bands. In dense atmospheres, CO2, like most gases, also
absorbs effectively through collision-induced absorption (CIA). CIA is a collective effect that in-
volves the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with pairs (or larger numbers) of molecules.
For CO2, it occurs due to both induced dipole effects in the 0–250 cm−1 region (Gruszka &
Borysow 1997) and dimer effects between 1,200 and 1,500 cm−1 (Baranov et al. 2004) (see
Figure 4). Further complications arise from the fact that the sub-Lorentzian nature of absorption
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Figure 4
The greenhouse effect on early Mars. (a) Absorption cross sections per molecule of background gas versus wavenumber at 1 bar and
250 K, for various greenhouse gases in the early martian atmosphere, with the gas abundances given in the legend. Results were
produced using the open-source software kspectrum. (b) Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) versus wavenumber from early Mars
calculated using a line-by-line calculation assuming surface pressure of 1 bar, surface temperature of 250 K, and a 167 K isothermal
stratosphere. Blackbody emission at 250 K and 167 K is indicated by the gray dashed lines. The blue line shows OLR for a pure CO2
atmosphere, and the red line shows OLR with all the additional greenhouse gases in the top plot included. Results were produced using
the HITRAN 2012 database, the Clough et al. (1992) approach to solving the infrared radiative transfer equation, and the CO2
collision-induced absorption parameterization from Wordsworth et al. (2010). Based on data from Gruszka & Borysow (1997) and
Baranov et al. (2004).
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Wordsworth (2016) Annu. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci. 

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2016GL071766

Figure 1. Total vertical path optical depth due to CO2 (gray), CO2 –CH4 CIA (blue) and CO2-H2 CIA (red) in the early
Martian atmosphere, assuming a pressure of 1 bar, composition 94% CO2, 3% CH4, 3% H2, and surface temperature of
250 K. Dotted lines show optical depth from CIA when the absorption coefficients of CO2-H2 and CO2 –CH4 are replaced
by those of N2 –H2 and N2 –CH4, respectively. Both the CO2 –H2 and CO2 –CH4 CIA are strong in a critical window region
of the spectrum where absorption by pure CO2 is weak.

N2 –H2 as a substitute for CO2 –H2. As can be seen, the difference is significant, with surface temperatures
increasing by many tens of degrees for H2 abundances greater than a few percent. Global mean temperatures
exceed 273 K for H2 molar concentrations from 2.5 to 10%, depending on the background CO2 pressure.

Next, we studied the effects of methane. In the past, methane has not been regarded as an effective early
Martian greenhouse gas because its first vibration-rotation absorption band peaks at 1300 cm−1, too far from
the blackbody emission spectrum peak at 250–300 K to reduce the outgoing longwave radiation significantly
[Ramirez et al., 2014; Wordsworth, 2016]. Methane also absorbs incoming solar radiation significantly in the
near-infrared [Brown et al., 2013]. We find strong CH4 near-IR absorption, leading to a temperature inversion
in the high atmosphere when CH4 is present. Hence, although CH4 near-IR absorption decreases planetary
albedo, its net effect is to slightly decrease surface temperatures in the absence of other effects (Figure 2b).

Despite its antigreenhouse properties in the near-IR, we nonetheless find that at high abundance, methane
can also act as an important greenhouse gas on early Mars. This occurs because the CO2 –CH4 CIA absorption

Figure 2. Surface temperature in CO2-dominated atmospheres as a function of (a) H2 and (b) CH4 molar concentration for various surface pressures ps . The solid
lines show results calculated using our new CIA coefficients, while dash-dotted lines show results using N2 –H2 and N2 –CH4 CIA coefficients in place of the
correct coefficients. In Figure 2b, the dashed line shows the case at 1 bar where CH4 CIA is removed entirely, demonstrating that without it, methane actually
has an antigreenhouse effect. (c) Both H2 and CH4 are present in equal amounts. Note the change of scale on the x axis compared to Figures 2a and 2b.

WORDSWORTH ET AL. REDUCING GREENHOUSES ON EARLY MARS 667

Wordsworth et al. (2017) Geophys. Res. Lett.

波数 [cm−1]
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系外地球型(?)惑星
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could be present on the planetary surface. Also, we cannot
determine the amount of land areas on a planet or whether it
has plate tectonics, nor whether it is orbited by a large
moon. However, future technologies may allow us to do so.
The planned Starshade mission is a first significant step in
this direction (Turnbull et al., 2012).

More than 4000 exoplanets and exoplanet candidates
have been identified so far, and many of those are in the
habitable zone (Fig. 1). This is a prerequisite of our selec-
tion process, or otherwise surface temperatures are unlikely
to allow for a global biosphere. As discussed before, dK
stars seem to have the ideal stellar properties to host su-
perhabitable planets. Luckily, they are also relatively fre-
quent in the galaxy (*12%), more so than dG stars (* 8%).
In the next step, the question naturally arises whether we can
identify planets in the habitability zone of K dwarf stars. In a
diagram spanning the star-planet distance and the stellar
mass, the habitable zone is located between 0.5 and 1.0 AU
and between 0.5 and 1.0 solar masses (Fig. 2).

Although an exact count of these potentially super-
habitable planets is impossible given the uncertainties in our

mostly qualitative model and given the uncertainties in the
observed parameters, Fig. 2 shows that there are indeed at
least about two dozen possible candidates for a super-
habitable planet. We caution that we do not have any ob-
servational signatures of life from any of these planets. In
fact, only Kepler 1126 b (KOI 2162) and Kepler-69c (KOI
172.02) are statistically validated planets (Morton et al.,
2016). The other objects are unconfirmed Kepler Objects of
Interest (KOIs), some of which may turn out to be astro-
physical false positives. Even Kepler-69c, whose planetary
status has been statistically established, will likely not be the
target of future follow-up observations with the James Webb
Space Telescope or its successor, potentially LUVIOR. At a
distance of almost 2000 light years, it is simply too far away.
Our point here is not to identify potential targets for follow-
up observations but to illustrate that superhabitable worlds
may already be among the planets that have been detected.

A closer look at the 24 candidates in Fig. 2 reveals that 9
of them are orbiting around K stars, 16 of them are between
about 5 and 8 billion years old (age estimates for the KOI
samples are provided in Table 3 along with explanatory

FIG. 1. Star-planet distances (along the abscissa) and mass of the host star (along the ordinate) of roughly 4500 extrasolar
planet and extrasolar planet candidates. The temperatures of the stars are indicated with symbol colors (see color bar).
Planetary radii are encoded in the symbol sizes (see size scale at the bottom). The conservative habitable zone, defined by
the moist-greenhouse and the maximum greenhouse limits (Kopparapu et al., 2013) is outlined with black solid lines. Stellar
luminosities required for the parameterization of these limits were taken from Baraffe et al. (2015) as a function of mass as
shown along the ordinate of the diagram. The dashed box refers to the region shown in Fig. 2. Data from exoplanets.org as
of May 20, 2019. Color images are available online.

TOP CONTENDERS FOR A SUPERHABITABLE WORLD 1399

Schulze-Makuch et al. (2020) Astrobiology軌道長半径 [au]
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中心星に近いものほど発見しやすいが，ハビタブル・ゾーンに位置する惑星も発見されている 
特に太陽と同程度から太陽より軽い恒星のまわりにおいて発見
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than 30 minutes, indicating notable mutual interactions between the  
planets10–12 (Extended Data Figs 2, 3).

In a second phase, we carried out a global MCMC analysis of the 
transits observed by Spitzer to constrain the orbital and physical param-
eters of the seven planets. We decided to use only the Spitzer data owing 
to their better precision compared with most of our ground-based data, 
and because of the minimal amplitude of the limb darkening at 4.5 µ m; 
these factors strengthen the constraints possible on the transit shapes, 
and thus on the stellar density—and, by extension, on the physical and 
orbital parameters of the planets13. We assumed circular orbits for all of 
the planets on the basis of the results of n-body dynamical simulations, 
which predicted orbital eccentricities of less than 0.1 for the six inner 

planets (Table 1); the orbital eccentricity of the outer planet, h, cannot 
be constrained from a single transit. This global analysis assumed the  
a priori knowledge of the star that is described in ref. 1 (see Methods). 
To account for substantial planet–planet interactions, we included 
TTVs as free parameters for the six inner planets. We used each planet’s 
transit ephemeris (derived in the first phase) as a prior on the orbital 
solution.

In a third phase, we used the results obtained above to investigate 
the TTV signals themselves. By performing a series of analytical and 
numerical n-body integrations (see Methods), we could determine 
initial mass estimates for the six inner planets, along with their orbital 
eccentricities. We emphasize the preliminary nature of this dynamical 
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Figure 1 | The TRAPPIST-1 system as seen by Spitzer. a, b, Top, 
the dark points represent photometric measurements resulting from 
the near-continuous observation of the star by the Spitzer Space 
Telescope from 19 September 2016 to 10 October 2016. The light grey 
points represent ground-based measurements (binned per 5 minutes 
for clarity) gathered during gaps in the Spitzer coverage. Coloured 
diamonds show the positions of the planetary transits. c, Period-folded 
photometric measurements obtained by Spitzer near the transits of planets 
TRAPPIST-1b to TRAPPIST-1h, corrected for the measured TTVs. 
Coloured dots show the unbinned measurements; open circles depict 
binned measurements for visual clarity. The 1σ error bars of the binned 

measurements are shown as vertical lines. The best-fit transit models are 
shown as coloured lines. 16, 11, 5, 2, 3, 2 and 1 transits were observed by 
Spitzer and combined to produce the shown light curves for planets b, c, 
d, e, f, g and h, respectively. d, Representation of the orbits of the seven 
planets. The colour code matches that in a–c. The grey annulus and the 
two dashed lines represent the zone around the star in which abundant, 
long-lived liquid water (that is, oceans) could exist on the surfaces of an 
Earth-like planet, as estimated under two different assumptions in  
ref. 6. The relative positions of the planets correspond to their orbital 
phases during the first transit we detected on this star—a transit by 
TRAPPIST-1c. The observer is located on the right hand-side of the plot.

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

太陽と中心星 TRAPPIST-1 ( , M型星) の比較0.09 M⊙

Image credit: ESO

TRRAPIST-1惑星の軌道(実線)とハビタブル・ゾーン(破線)

Gillon et al. (2017)

太陽近傍に多いM型星まわりの惑星は中心星とのサイズ比の観点で観測しやすい 
太陽から  の距離にある TRAPPIST-1の惑星系は3惑星 (e, f, g) がHZに位置する12 pc
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revealed four more transits of planet h occurring at precisely
the period that was predicted (Luger et al. 2017b). The
existence of the GLRs among the seven known planets has
been used to forecast the possible existence of an eighth planet

interior (Pletser & Basano 2017) and exterior (Kipping 2018) to
the seven known transiting planets. There is yet to be a
definitive detection of an eighth transiting planet based upon
the currently available data (Ducrot et al. 2020).

Figure 12. Mass–radius relation for the seven TRAPPIST-1 planets based on our transit-timing and photodynamic analysis. Each planet’s posterior probability is
colored by the equilibrium temperature (see color bar), with the intensity proportional to probability, while the 1σ and 2σ confidence levels from the Markov chain
posterior are plotted with solid lines. Theoretical mass–radius relations are overplotted using the model in Dorn et al. (2016) for an Earth-like molar Fe/Mg=0.83
ratio with a core (black dashed) and core free (red), and a range of cored models with molar Fe/Mg=0.75±0.2 (gray). U18 refers to Unterborn et al. (2018; see
text). The solid black line was calculated for a 5% water composition, for irradiation low enough (i.e., for planets e, f, g, and h) that water is condensed on the surface
(assuming a surface pressure of 1 bar and a surface temperature of 300 K). The umber dashed and solid lines were calculated for a 0.01% and a 5% water composition,
respectively, for irradiation high enough (i.e., for planets b, c, and d) that water has fully evaporated in the atmosphere, with the U18 interior model
with Fe/Mg=0.83 and Mg/Si=1.02 (Turbet et al. 2020). Earth, Venus, and Mars are plotted as single points, also colored by their equilibrium temperatures. </>

Table 6
Planetary Parameters from Combining the Transit-timing and Photodynamic Analysis

Planet: b c d e f g h

R(R⊕) �
�1.116 0.012

0.014
�
�1.097 0.012

0.014
�
�0.788 0.010

0.011
�
�0.920 0.012

0.013
�
�1.045 0.012

0.013
�
�1.129 0.013

0.015
�
�0.755 0.014

0.014

M(M⊕) 1.374±0.069 1.308±0.056 0.388±0.012 0.692±0.022 1.039±0.031 1.321±0.038 0.326±0.020
ρ(ρ⊕) �

�0.987 0.050
0.048

�
�0.991 0.043

0.040
�
�0.792 0.030

0.028
�
�0.889 0.033

0.030
�
�0.911 0.029

0.025
�
�0.917 0.029

0.025
�
�0.755 0.055

0.059

g(g⊕) 1.102±0.052 1.086±0.043 0.624±0.019 0.817±0.024 0.951±0.024 1.035±0.026 0.570±0.038
vesc(vesc,⊕) 1.109±0.026 1.092±0.022 0.701±0.010 0.867±0.012 0.997±0.012 1.081±0.013 0.656±0.020
S (S⊕) �

�4.153 0.159
0.161

�
�2.214 0.085

0.086
�
�1.115 0.043

0.043
�
�0.646 0.025

0.025
�
�0.373 0.014

0.015
�
�0.252 0.010

0.010
�
�0.144 0.006

0.006

a(10−2 au) 1.154±0.010 1.580±0.013 2.227±0.019 2.925±0.025 3.849±0.033 4.683±0.040 6.189±0.053

R (108 cm) �
�7.119 0.077

0.087
�
�6.995 0.077

0.086
�
�5.026 0.066

0.071
�
�5.868 0.075

0.082
�
�6.664 0.077

0.085
�
�7.204 0.085

0.094
�
�4.817 0.088

0.091

M (1027 g) 8.211±0.412 7.814±0.335 2.316±0.074 4.132±0.130 6.205±0.184 7.890±0.226 1.945±0.122
ρ (g cm−3) �

�5.425 0.272
0.265

�
�5.447 0.235

0.222
�
�4.354 0.163

0.156
�
�4.885 0.182

0.168
�
�5.009 0.158

0.138
�
�5.042 0.158

0.136
�
�4.147 0.302

0.322

g (10 m s−2) 1.080±0.051 1.065±0.042 0.611±0.019 0.801±0.024 0.932±0.024 1.015±0.025 0.558±0.037
vesc (km s−1) 12.400±0.292 12.205±0.241 7.839±0.110 9.694±0.133 11.145±0.137 12.087±0.142 7.335±0.227
S (106erg cm−2 s−1) �

�5.652 0.216
0.220

�
�3.013 0.115

0.117
�
�1.518 0.058

0.059
�
�0.879 0.034

0.034
�
�0.508 0.019

0.020
�
�0.343 0.013

0.013
�
�0.196 0.008

0.008

a (1011 cm) 1.726±0.015 2.364±0.020 3.331±0.028 4.376±0.037 5.758±0.049 7.006±0.060 9.259±0.079

Note. The units are given with respect to Earth first and cgs second.
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TRAPPIST-1惑星系の質量・半径と内部構造モデルの比較

Agol et al. (2021)

H2O 5%
 (暴走温室)

H2O 
0.01

% (暴
走温室)

地球組成 (破
線)，H2O 

5% 
(in H

Z, 実
線)

平均密度+内部構造モデル → 組成 

TRAPPIST-1 惑星は比較的よく 
平均密度が制約されている 

惑星 b, c, d (暴走温室領域)  
→ H2Oは 0.01%以下 (cf. 地球海水 0.023%) 

惑星 e, f, g, h (HZ or 全球凍結領域) 
→ 地球的な組成の可能性もあるが， 
　 5%程度のH2O層がある構造も許容される
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TRAPPIST-1 惑星の透過光スペクトル
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H2-richな大気ではないが，それ以上のことは現状わからない
De Wit et al. (2018)
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仮に地球と同じ大気組成で誕生した場合でも，中心星スペクトルの違いが惑星進化に影響 
M型星はH2O解離波長( )で暗い → M型星周りの惑星ではCO+O2大気？ (e.g., Tian et al. 2014)200 − 240 nm

Harman et al. (2015) Astrophys. J.

concentrations that are produced abiotically. This definition is
unsatisfying because the term “detectable” depends critically
on the technology used for detection. Already, three different
classes of telescopes have been advertised as having the ability
to characterize Earth-like planets: (i) JWST, (ii) the TPF-type
telescopes mentioned above, and (iii) large ground-based
telescopes. Each of these telescopes has different exoplanet
characterization capabilities, and none of them may be able to
measure atmospheric O2 concentrations well below that of
present Earth. However,if any of these instruments were to
succeed in identifying a promisingEarth-like planet, it is
almost guaranteed that some later generation of astronomers
would design a more capable telescope to follow up on those
observations. So, a more general way to think about this
problem is that any abiotic O2 concentration that exceeds
measured, or inferred, biotically produced O2 levels on Earth
should be considered as a potential false positive. Whether it
would be detectable by a first-generation TPF-type telescope is
an interesting, but separate, question.

We know very accurately what Earthʼs O2 concentration is
today—close to 21% by volume (1 PAL),but we have good
reason to believe that O2 concentrations were much lower
earlier in Earthʼs history, including times during which

oxygenic photosynthesis is believed to have been operative.
Oxygenic photosynthesis was invented by cyanobacteria
during the Archean Eon, possibly as early as 3.0 billion years
ago (Ga)(Crowe et al. 2013), although free O2 did not begin to
accumulate in the atmosphere until around 2.5 Ga (the so-called
Great Oxidation Event, or GOE). Some free O2 was present
during the Archean as a consequence of photolysis of CO2, but
this O2 was largely confined to the stratosphere and was not
appreciably more abundant than on the prebiotic Earth (Kasting
et al. 1979; Kasting & Catling 2003).
O2 rose to appreciable concentrations in the lower atmo-

sphere during the GOE, as evidenced by the disappearance of
sulfur mass-independent fractionation in sedimentary rocks,
along with other geologic O2 indicators (Holland 2006). During
most of the ensuing Proterozoic Eon (2.5–0.54 Ga), the
atmosphere was oxygenated, but O2 concentrations are thought
to have remained significantly lower than today. Until recently,
the hypothesized range of values for Proterozoic O2 was
0.01–0.5 PAL (Kump 2008). These values have always been
uncertain, however, and a recent study by Planavsky et al.
(2014) suggests that mid-Proterozoic O2 concentrations were at
most 10−3 PAL. This estimate is uncertain, as it depends on the
complex geochemical behavior of the element chromium,

Figure 1. Top-of-atmosphere stellar flux for a planet located at 1 AU equivalent distance (receiving 1360 W m−2 of stellar radiation). The planets discussed here are
located at 1.3 AU equivalent, which corresponds to a ∼40% reduction in flux.
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大気化学の理論予想
様々な恒星の放射スペクトル 
σ Boötis: F型星 
Sun: G型星 
ε Eridiani: K型星 
ADLeonis, GJ 876: M型星 
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Figure 1. Evolution of stellar luminosity for our grid of F-M stars (F1, F5, Sun,
K5, M1, M5, and M8; Baraffe et al. 1998, 2002). When the star reaches the MS
(red point) its luminosity curve flattens.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

2. METHODS

2.1. The Pre-main-sequence Stellar Grid

We compute the pre-MS luminosities of a grid of represen-
tative stars (Figure 1) using stellar evolution models (Baraffe
et al. 1998, 2002). The corresponding masses for spectral classes
F1 to M8 are 1.5 Msun, 1.3 Msun, 1 Msun, 0.75 Msun, 0.5 Msun,
0.15 Msun, and 0.08 Msun. These spectral classes are consistent
with the star’s age at 4.5 Gyr (2 Gyr for the F1). All calcula-
tions commence after a proto-planetary disk age of 1 million
years because uncertain initial conditions render earlier com-
putations unreliable (Baraffe et al. 2002). For stars cooler than
about 3000 K, the initial luminosity is very high and decreases
over time until the star reaches the ZAMS. Hotter stars show a
brightening just before the ZAMS.

Approximate accretion timescales for HZ planets are esti-
mated from models by Raymond et al. (2007). We use accretion
times of 50, 40, 20, 8, and 5 million years for the Sun, K5, M1,
M5, and M8 stars, respectively. These timescales span the en-
tire accretion period from planetesimal growth to final assembly
(e.g., Chambers 2004). The accretion time for the M8 star was
obtained by extrapolation.

2.2. HZ Models

We use the effective stellar flux, Seff , at the empirical MS
HZ boundaries (Kasting et al. 1993; Kopparapu et al. 2014) to
calculate the pre-MS inner and outer HZ limits. Seff , is defined
as the stellar flux divided by the solar flux at Earth’s orbit.
The inner edge is defined by the stellar flux received by Venus
when we can exclude the possibility that it had standing water
on its surface (about 1 Gyr ago), equivalent to a stellar flux
of Seff = 1.77 (Kasting et al. 1993). The outer edge is defined
by the stellar flux that Mars received at the time that it may
have had stable water on its surface (about 3.8 Gyr ago), which
corresponds to Seff = 0.32. In addition, Figures 2–4 also show
a more conservative inner edge of the HZ (dashed lines) based
on three-dimensional models (Seff ∼ 1.11; Leconte et al. 2013).
However, model properties, including clouds, are still evolving
and their applicability to water-rich atmospheres (i.e., inner edge
of the HZ) are not yet fully understood. Therefore, we use the
empirical HZ limits for our baseline calculations and discuss

how our results would change using the inner edge model limit
(Section 4.1).

Further potential inward extension of the inner edge caused
by tidal locking (Yang et al. 2013, 2014) is neglected because
such young planets would not have had time to spin down.

The initial luminosities are ∼2/3, 2.4, 4, and 180 times their
ZAMS values for the F1, Sun, K5, and M8 stars, respectively
(Baraffe et al. 2002). The changing stellar effective temperature
and stellar energy distribution (SED) throughout the pre-MS
impacts the relative contribution of absorption versus scattering
of the protoplanetary atmosphere, which changes Seff at the HZ
boundaries through time (see Figure 2).

Here we focus on Earth-sized planets and start with an initial
water inventory equivalent or higher to that of Earth for a one-bar
Nitrogen atmosphere that is water-dominated at the inner edge
and CO2-dominated near the outer edge of the HZ (following
Kasting et al. 1993). Thus, we do not consider HZ limits for
extremely dry (Abe et al. 2011; Zsom et al. 2013) or hydrogen-
rich atmospheres (Pierrehumbert & Gaidos 2011; see Kasting
et al. 2013 for a critical discussion of both limits) in this paper.
For Earth-like planets, the runaway greenhouse state (complete
ocean evaporation) would be triggered when the planet’s surface
temperature reaches the critical temperature for water (647 K;
Kasting et al. 1993; Ramirez et al. 2014).

3. RESULTS

3.1. The Pre-main-sequence Habitable Zone Limits

The orbital distance of the HZ changes throughout the pre-
MS stage of the host star. Both distance limits evolve due to
the star’s changing luminosity and SED. The inner edge of the
pre-MS HZ (see Figure 2) for an F1 star is initially located at
2 AU at the beginning and moves into 1.4 AU by the end of its
pre-MS stage (about 25 million years). The outer edge evolves
from 4.2 AU to 2.5 AU during the same time. For the coolest
grid star (M8), the inner edge is initially located at 0.16 AU at
the beginning and moves to 0.01 AU at the end of the pre-MS
stage after about 2.5 billion years. The outer edge of the HZ
moves from 0.45 AU to 0.3 AU through the same time. For
the Sun, the inner edge of the HZ changes from 1 AU at the
beginning to 0.6 AU at the end of the pre-MS stage after about
50 million years. The outer edge correspondingly moves from
2.6 AU to 1.5 AU.

Approximate pre-MS HZ boundaries for stars with lifetimes
>200 Myr (0.08–0.5 Msun) are given in Equation (1)

d(AU) = atb + c, (1)

where t is time since stellar birth (in Myr) and a, b, and c are
constants given in Table 1.

Although how planetary mass scales with HZ remains poorly
understood, mass variations have only a small effect according to
a recent model (Kopparapu et al. 2014). For both super-Earths (5
Earth masses) and mini-Earths (0.5 Earth masses) the inner HZ
orbital distance decreases (with increasing) or increases (with
decreasing planetary mass) by a maximum of 4%, regardless of
spectral class.

To explore the effect of the high pre-MS stellar luminosity
on water-bearing planetesimals, we compute a pre-MS ice-line
distance scaled from the present day Solar System location
using stellar luminosity (∼(Tstar/5800 K)2∗2.5∗(Mstar/Msun));
following Hansen et al. 2014). We use the corresponding
Seff to scale the pre-MS ice-line distance backward in time
(∼(L/Seff)1/2).
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軽い恒星ほど前主系列段階が長く，M型星は主系列段階より光度が大きい 
現在HZに位置する惑星は，かつて暴走温室状態を経験した → 金星のように水散逸？

Ramirez & Kaltenegger (2014) Ramirez (2018)
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sizable sample of super Earths to perform meaningful statistics,
a fairly large sample of cold Jupiter hosts should be intensively
observed. Alternatively, one can hope to use the next-
generation RV instrument that aims to reach ∼10 cm s−1

precision (Fischer et al. 2016).
Second, nearly all the cold Jupiter hosts will be monitored by

the just-launched Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS;
Ricker et al. 2015), and possibly later on by the CHaracterizing
ExOPlanet Satellite (CHEOPS; Broeg et al. 2013). We expect
that, for the ∼100 such systems currently known, about a dozen

should show transiting super Earths, a factor of three higher
than similar systems without cold Jupiters.
Third, among the over 1000 transiting super Earths promised

to be detected by TESS (Sullivan et al. 2015), a third of them
should be accompanied with cold Jupiters. These planets are
relatively easily detectable by ground-based RV follow-ups, or
by the GAIA mission through the astrometry method (Perryman
et al. 2014).
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Appendix
Super Earth Systems from RV and Kepler

We provide in Table 2 the information of super Earth
systems included in our RV sample. These systems are selected
from the NASA Exoplanet Archive, following the procedures
detailed in Section 2.1.
We also provide in Table 3 the list of Kepler super Earth

systems. These systems all contain at least one planet with
radius R⊕<Rp<4 R⊕ and period P<400 days, and they
have been followed up by RV for at least one year.

Figure 5. An illustrative Venn-Pie diagram that summarizes the percentages
for different types of planetary systems. Here “SE” stands for super Earth, “CJ”
for cold Jupiter. The 1% probability for planetary systems like the solar system
(with no SE, but CJ) is only accurate to order-of-magnitude level. Minority
systems like those containing hot Jupiters (∼1%) are not here.
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SE: 近傍スーパーアース, CJ: 遠方巨大ガス惑星
系外惑星系の内訳 (Zhu & Wu, 2018)

(太陽系タイプ)

スーパーアースの存在しない太陽系は 
特殊な惑星系かもしれない 
→ そもそも形成過程が異なる可能性 
→ 組成・進化に与える影響は？ 

異なるサンプル・統計処理からは 
真逆の結論も  
(Zhu & Wu 2018; Barbato et al. 2018)
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James Webb 宇宙望遠鏡 (JWST) 
2021年打ち上げ

Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) 
2027年ファーストライト

反射光
大気透過光

より精度のよい観測，小さい惑星へ

+ LUVOIR, HabEx (2030年代)
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火星史 
クレーター年代 → 地球と比較して古い地殻が残っている 
水の流れた跡：バレー・ネットワーク，アウトフロー・チャネル 
水と大気の散逸：H, C, N, 希ガス同位体比で時期・散逸量・残存量を見積もることができる 
火星の気候変動の要因は何か？  

CO2大気ではそもそも十分温暖にならない． 
追加の温室効果ガスの供給と散逸が鍵？ 

系外惑星の表層環境 (TRAPPIST-1惑星系を例に) 
中心星・軌道 → 平衡温度．ハビタブル・ゾーンとの位置関係 
平均密度 → 内部の組成．ただし数%程度の水氷層の有無などを判別は現状できない 
大気スペクトル → 透過光スペクトルの深さから低分子量大気(H2)は否定できる 
恒星スペクトル・進化・形成過程によって，地球サイズでも全く異なる惑星かもしれない
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現在の火星の極冠にある氷の量は，全球平均した水深にすると約 20 m に対応す
る．現在のD/H比を初期値の6倍とし，火星からの水素散逸の同位体分別係数を 

 (Krasnopolsky, 2002) とする時，レイリー分別の式(1)から初期水量 (全球平均
水深)を 計算せよ． 

  — (1) 

: 2つの同位体の総量．上付き0は初期値を示す．
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